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Abstract  
 

 Errors are an integral part of the learning process and an opportunity to increase skills 

and knowledge, but they are often discouraged, sanctioned and derided in the classroom. This 

study tests whether students’ perceptions of being part of an error-friendly classroom context 

(i.e., a positive classroom error climate) is positively related to students’ learning outcomes 

via students’ adaptive reactions towards errors. A total of 563 Italian middle school students 

from 32 mathematics classes completed a questionnaire on their perceptions of classroom 

error climate and their reactions towards errors. Students’ math grades were used as indicators 

of their level of learning outcomes. A multilevel model showed that perceived classroom error 

climate was positively related to math grades via increased adaptive reactions towards errors. 

Our findings revealed that an error-friendly classroom context is associated with students’ 

adaptive adjustment to errors and to better learning outcomes in mathematics.  

 Keywords: Error climate, Students’ reactions, Middle school, Learning Outcomes, 

Multilevel. 
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Positive Error Climate Promotes Learning Outcomes through Students’ Adaptive 

Reactions towards Errors. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Students make errors every day at school. The learning process itself occurs while 

learners engage in tasks that refer to knowledge beyond their mastery level (Vygotsky, 1978). 

Therefore, making errors should be considered as an integral part of the learning process and 

an opportunity to increase skills and knowledge (Bray & Santagata, 2014). However, the link 

between errors and evaluation and competition in school (Butera et al., 2021) may increase 

the students’ fear of erring (Grassinger & Dresel, 2017), and ultimately prevent learning. 

The learning from errors model (Tulis et al., 2016) is an integrative theoretical 

framework encompassing the individual processes, personal and environmental features that 

may promote learning from errors. According to this model, error detection leads to a series of 

self-regulation processes (i.e., students’ emotional arousal, motivational regulation, 

metacognitive activities), which may, in turn, promote (or not) learning. These processes are 

influenced by students’ personal features (e.g., their error beliefs, Tulis et al., 2018) and their 

perceptions of the classroom environment (e.g., the perceived error climate, Steuer et al., 

2013). 

To date, scant empirical research has examined whether the perceived error climate is 

associated with students’ learning outcomes (i.e., grades), via their self-regulated processes 

(i.e., adaptive reactions towards errors, Grassinger et al., 2018), and no study has tested this 

association in a comprehensive model, considering other personal features and perceptions of 

classroom environment facets, as theorised by the learning from errors model (Tulis et al., 

2016). In addition, most studies based on the learning from errors model (Tulis et al., 2016) 

focused on German secondary schools only (e.g., Dresel et al., 2013; Steuer et al., 2013).  
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Therefore, we aimed to expand the literature in two ways. First, we empirically tested 

the association of perceived error climate with students’ learning outcomes (i.e., grades) via 

adaptive reactions towards errors, analysed only once so far (Grassinger et al., 2018). In 

particular, the unique contribution of the present research is that we tested this association in a 

comprehensive model, controlling for other personal (i.e., students’ errors beliefs) and 

perceived classroom features (i.e., classroom goal structure). Second, we generalized the 

learning from errors model (Tulis et al., 2016) in another context than the German one by 

validating the Italian version of the scales related to the theoretical model (e.g., Dresel et al., 

2013; Steuer et al., 2013; Tulis et al., 2018), and providing relevant results obtained in the 

Italian middle school context (i.e., grade 6-8).  

1.1. Perceived Error Climate in the Classroom 

 Using errors as a steppingstone for learning may depend on how they are perceived 

within the teacher-student relationship during classroom activities. Several studies have 

shown that students’ perceptions of their teachers’ behavioural and emotional error-related 

responses impact their fear of failure and the use of errors as a learning opportunity (e.g., 

Heinze et al., 2012; Käfer et al., 2019; Spychiger et al., 1999; Spychiger et al., 2006). In the 

same line, other studies explored the role of teachers’ error-handling strategies in conveying 

errors’ meanings (e.g., Santagata, 2004), influencing students’ errors (e.g., Rach et al., 2013; 

Tulis, 2013) and classroom climate perceptions (Soncini et al., 2020).  

 Teachers have a pivotal role in establishing what Steuer and colleagues (2013) defined 

as the perceived error climate, namely the error-related classroom climate that depends on 

how teachers frame, handle, and evaluate students’ errors. Starting from the concept of error 

culture developed and studied in both organisational (Rybowiack et al., 1999) and educational 

contexts (e.g., Spychiger et al., 2006), Steuer and colleagues (2013) developed a new 

instrument to assess error climate. Differently from other scales (e.g., Spychiger et al., 2006), 
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the perceived error climate questionnaire assesses only students’ perceptions of classroom 

climate instead of mixing students’ perceptions and students personal handling of errors. 

  The perception of error climate depends on how students interpret its subdimensions, 

which determine if they feel to be part either of an error-friendly environment (namely, 

positive error climate) or an environment in which errors are not tolerated (namely, negative 

error climate). The subdimensions refer to: Teachers’ attitudes and behaviours towards errors 

(i.e., Error tolerance by the teacher, Irrelevance of errors for assessment, Teacher support 

following errors, Absence of negative teachers’ reactions); classmates’ reactions (i.e., 

Absence of negative classmate reactions and Taking the error risk); practical use of errors 

during learning activities (i.e., Analysis of errors and Functionality of errors for learning).  

 These eight subdimensions constitute a superordinate and uniform construct, namely 

the overall error climate (Steuer et al., 2013). Feeling part of an error-friendly environment 

has been shown to be related to students’ higher achievement (Grassinger et al., 2018) and 

students’ adaptive reactions towards errors (Steuer et al., 2013).  

1.2. Adaptive Reactions Towards Errors 

 Students’ reactions towards errors refer to the self-regulation processes triggered by 

error detection, and, in turn, determine if the learner enacts functional and proactive emotional 

responses and behaviours after making errors. Dresel and colleagues (2013) conceptualized 

two different reactions towards errors, namely affective-motivational and action reactions. 

The former refers to the students’ positive emotions and high motivation maintained in facing 

errors, while the latter refers to the behaviours and actions carried out to overcome errors 

(Grassinger & Dresel, 2017). Several studies analysed the two reactions towards errors, 

showing that they represent two distinct constructs (Dresel et al., 2013; Grassinger et al., 

2015; Grassinger & Dresel, 2017; Steuer et al., 2013, Tulis et al., 2018). Also, consistent with 

the predictions of the learning from error model (Tulis et al., 2016), one study (Grassinger et 
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al., 2018) pointed out that adaptive affective-motivational reactions predict action reactions 

towards errors, but not the reverse. 

 However, little is known about the effect of both adaptive reactions towards errors on 

students’ learning. To the best of our knowledge, only Steuer and colleagues (2013) found a 

relationship between the reactions towards errors and students’ sustained effort in learning. In 

addition, only one study (Grassinger et al., 2018) tested the effect of adaptive reactions on 

learning outcomes, such as students’ grades.  

1.3. Error Beliefs 

 Maintaining high motivation and using efficient metacognitive processes after making 

errors also depends on personal characteristics, such as error beliefs, namely students’ belief 

that it is possible to learn from errors (Tulis et al.,2018). The authors showed that error beliefs 

are related to more adaptive affective-motivational and action reactions towards errors. In the 

same study, the authors highlighted that error beliefs affect students’ reactions towards errors 

beyond other personal characteristics (e.g., achievement motivation).  

 Differently from students’ error climate perception that may change according to 

teachers’ error-handling strategies (Soncini et al., 2020), error beliefs tend to be a more stable 

personal characteristic (Tulis et al., 2018). For this reason, in the present study, errors beliefs 

are considered as a stable personal variable, used as control. 

1.4. Classroom Goal Structure  
 

In addition to perceived error climate, which relies on how errors are framed during 

learning activities, other classroom characteristics may impact students’ likelihood to learn 

from their errors, such as their classroom goal structure (Bardach et al., 2020; Meece et al., 

2006). Classroom goal structure refers to students’ perceptions of teachers’ goal-related 

messages shared with students during the learning activities (Bardach et al., 2020). Three 

main goal structures have been studied, namely mastery (the main goal is to properly master 
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the task and the subject), performance-avoidance (the main purpose is avoiding showing one's 

own incompetence), and performance-approach (the main purpose is to obtain good grades 

and outperform others; see Midgley et al., 2000).  

Classroom goal structure is related to classroom error climate in three ways. First, they 

both concern students’ perceptions of classroom characteristics. Second, classroom goal 

structure refers to achievement and learning, which depend on errors. Third, both constructs 

are related to teachers’ attitudes and behaviours while teaching and managing the class. 

Although perceived error climate overlaps to some extent with classroom goal structure, it has 

been shown to have a distinct effect on students’ learning (Steuer et al., 2013).  

1.5. The Present Study 
 

The present study aimed to expand the literature about the learning from errors model 

(Tulis et al., 2016). More precisely, to date, no research has tested the interplay between 

perceived error climate, the adaptive reactions towards errors and students’ learning outcomes 

in a comprehensive model in which the contribution of personal variables (i.e., error beliefs) 

and other classroom variables (i.e., classroom goal structure) were controlled for. Indeed, 

although Tulis and colleagues’ (2016) theoretical model includes all these constructs, no 

empirical research has so far included them in the same analysis: Grassinger and colleagues 

(2018) did test the association between perceived error climate, adaptive reactions towards 

errors and students’ achievement, but their research neither included error beliefs—studied by 

Tulis and colleagues (2018) in conjunction with reactions towards errors—nor classroom goal 

structure—studied by Steuer and colleagues (2013) in conjunction with perceived error 

climate and adaptive reactions towards errors. Therefore, in the present study we analysed 

how perceived error climate is associated with students’ mathematics grades via adaptive 

reactions towards errors, controlling for perceived classroom goal structure and error beliefs. 

In addition, since most of the studies that implemented this model have been carried out in the 
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German context, we provided further data on the generalizability of the model and on the 

validity and reliability of the related measures in another national educational context.  

Accordingly, the present study had two main aims: (1) to test a comprehensive model 

that hypothesises that perceiving a positive error climate is related to students’ learning 

outcomes in mathematics (i.e., mathematics grades), via adaptive reactions towards errors, 

while controlling for both error beliefs and classroom goal structure; and (2) to test for the 

first time the factorial structure and reliability of the error-related measures (i.e., error climate 

questionnaire, adaptive reactions towards errors and error beliefs scales) in a different context 

than Germany (i.e., Italy). 

The following main hypothesis was formulated (Figure 1). We expected that perceived 

error climate would indirectly affect students’ learning outcomes (i.e., grades in mathematics) 

via the two adaptive reactions towards errors (H1). More precisely, perception of a more 

positive error climate should be directly related to more adaptive affective-motivational 

reactions towards errors (H1a), which in turn, should be directly associated with more 

adaptive action reactions towards errors (H1b), which should result in higher students’ 

learning outcomes (H1c), while the students’ error beliefs and their classroom goal structure 

are controlled for.  

Figure 1. 

Overview of the Hypotheses 

(Figure 1 here) 
 
Note. The black arrows refer to the hypothesized indirect effect of perceived classroom error climate on students’ learning 
outcomes via affective-motivational reactions and action reactions towards errors (H1). This effect is the result of the three 
direct effects (i.e., H1a, H1b, H1c). Control variables are not represented in this Figure. 

To test our hypotheses, we carried out a correlational study in Italian middle schools, 

and administered a questionnaire to students during mathematics classes, which have some 

interesting characteristics. First, errors in mathematics are generally more easily detectable 

than in other subjects because the answers expected in tests and exercises tend to be more 
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univocal. Second, a peculiar feature of mathematics lessons in Italy is that students are often 

engaged in exercises in front of the class (i.e., exercises solved at the blackboard), and their 

errors are discussed publicly (Santagata, 2004). During this teaching practice, teachers’ error 

handling strategies are implemented in front of all the students, thereby making their strategy 

highly salient. Third, according to the Italian middle school curricula (i.e., grade 6-8; Law 

89/2009), mathematics is the subject with the second-highest number of teaching hours per 

week, after Italian. Students spend several hours in mathematics classes (between 6 to 9 

hours), and mathematics is a core subject in the Italian school curriculum.  

2. Method 
 

2.1. Sample and Procedure 
 
 As simulation studies demonstrated that it is possible to obtain unbiased estimates in 

multilevel models even with samples including between 10 and 30 between-level units (i.e., 

classrooms; Huang, 2018; McNeish & Stapleton, 2016), we aimed at recruiting approximately 

30 classrooms. A total of 563 students (Mage = 11.98, SD = 0.79, 54.2% girls, 4.7% with 

Specific Learning Disabilities certification) from 32 classes (MStudents per class = 17.59) from 

three middle schools of one Italian region completed the questionnaire. Among these students, 

4.1% were born in another country than Italy, and 15.8% spoke another language in addition 

to Italian. Nevertheless, all the students were able to understand the questionnaire and to 

complete it adequately, and thus, we did not exclude participants from the total sample. 

 The questionnaire comprised several self-report scales that referred to the mathematics 

class. As for the three error-related scales (i.e., perceived error climate, adaptive reactions 

toward errors and error beliefs questionnaires, see Measures section), a forward-backward 

translation procedure had been performed. More precisely, a bilingual expert carried out the 

first translation from German to Italian. Then, another bilingual expert translated the Italian 
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version back into German. Finally, the researchers and the two bilingual experts created the 

final translation, adjusting words and expressions to the Italian context. 

 Before data collection, we obtained the University Ethical Board’s approval, the 

school headmasters’ and teachers’ agreement, and the parents’ signed consent for each 

student. Data collection took place between December 2019 and February 2020 during 

mathematics classes. A trained researcher administered the questionnaire to the students who 

had from 30 to 45 minutes to complete it. After the first term of the school year (January 

2020), mathematics teachers provided the summative mathematics grades obtained by the 

students, which were used as our dependent variable. 

2.2. Measures  

 Perceived Error Climate. We used the Perceived error climate questionnaire 

developed and validated by Steuer and colleagues (2013). The scale comprises 31 items, 

divided into eight dimensions: Error tolerance by the teacher (e.g., "In our math class errors 

are nothing bad for our teacher", 4 items); Irrelevance of errors for assessment (e.g., "If 

someone in our math class makes an error, he/she will get a bad grade."-reverse coded, 4 

items); Teacher support following errors (e.g., "If someone in our math class can’t solve an 

exercise correctly, the teacher will help him/her", 4 items); Absence of negative teacher 

reactions to errors (e.g., "If someone in our math class makes errors, the teacher often looks 

annoyed"-reverse coded, 4 items); Absence of negative classmate reactions to errors (e.g., "If 

someone in our math class solves an assignment incorrectly, his/her classmates will mock 

him/her"-reverse coded, 4 items); Taking the error risk (e.g., "In our math class a lot of 

students would rather say nothing at all than something that is wrong."-reverse coded, 3 

items); Analysis of errors (e.g., "In our math class errors are investigated in detail.", 4 items); 

Functionality of errors for learning (e.g., "In our math class wrong answers on assignments 

are used to learn something", 4 items). According to Steuer and colleagues (2013), the 
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perceived error climate questionnaire is reliable as an eight-factor structure and a 

superordinate and uniform factor structure scale.  

 Adaptive reactions towards errors. Students’ reactions following errors were 

measured with the two subscales of adaptive reactions towards errors developed and validated 

by Dresel and colleagues (2013). The scale consisted of 13 items divided into two 

dimensions: adaptive affective-motivational reactions (e.g., "During a math class, if I say 

something incorrect, I still enjoy the class", 6 items); and adaptive action reactions towards 

errors (e.g., "When I can’t do something in mathematics, then I try even harder the next time 

around", 7 items).  

 Error beliefs. We used the 5-item scale developed by Tulis and colleagues (2018). 

The items focus on the importance of making errors for learning something new (e.g., "I can 

learn something from my errors"). 

 Classroom goal structure. The classroom goal structure was measured using the 

Pattern of Adaptive Learning Survey (Midgley et al., 2000). It comprised 14 items divided 

into three subdimensions: Mastery (e.g., "In our math class, it is important to understand the 

subject well", 6 items), performance-approach (e.g., "In our math class, it is important to get 

good grades in tests", 3 items), and performance-avoidance classroom goal structure (e.g., "In 

our math class, it is important not to do worse than others", 5 items). 

Math grades. In the Italian education system, grades vary from 1 to 10, and 6 is the 

pass-fail cut-off grade. During the school year, students undergo two summative evaluations 

for each subject: the first, at the end of the first school semester (mid-September/end of 

January), and the second, at the end of the school year (June). These grades result from the 

average of all the grades obtained by the students in various tests during the two semesters. In 

the present study, students’ mathematics grades were provided by their teachers and refer to 

students’ first semester summative grades (obtained in January 2020).   
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All the items were presented alongside a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 ("Not at 

all true") to 5 ("Totally true"). The questionnaire also included demographic variables (i.e., 

sex and age), which were added as controls1. All items of the scales are reported in Table S1, 

both in the Italian and English versions.  

2.3. Data Analysis 

 Although missing data were very few (1.15% in total, highest percentage in a single 

variable 2.66%), a significant Little’s MCAR test suggested data were not missing completely 

at random, 2(928) = 11075.315, p < .001. Therefore, since imputation is preferred to listwise 

deletion (Graham, 2009), missing data were imputed with the Expectation Maximization 

algorithm in SPSS Version. 

 Then, since the error-related scales (namely, perceived error climate, adaptive 

reactions towards errors and error beliefs) have not previously been translated and validated in 

Italian, we ran a series of confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) to test their factor structures. 

We also ran a CFA for the classroom goal structure to test if the two performance dimensions 

(i.e., performance-approach and performance-avoidance) are empirically distinguishable. 

CFAs were run with Mplus (version 6, Muthén & Muthén, 2007) using the TYPE = 

COMPLEX command to account for the nested structure of the data (i.e., students nested 

within classrooms). We set all the models using the Maximum Likelihood Robust chi-square 

estimator (MLR). We followed the cut-off criteria suggested by Bentler (1990) and Hu and 

Bentler (2009) to assess the models’ fit. More precisely, Comparative Fit Index (CFI) and 

Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) close to .95, Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) 

lower than .06 and Standardised Root-Mean Residual (SRMR) lower than .08 were taken into 

                                                 
1 In the questionnaire we also measured the personal achievement goals (Elliot & McGregor, 2008). However, in 
the current article we did not consider this variable because we focused on students’ perceptions of classroom 
features (i.e., goal structure and error climate) related to teachers’ attitudes, messages, and behaviours. Results 
including these variables are available upon request from the corresponding author.  
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consideration. To compare models, we used the Satorra-Bentler scaled chi-square formula 

(Satorra & Bentler, 2010) and the conventional rule of thumb that the smaller the RMSEA 

and the larger the CFI, the better the fit.   

 Finally, we tested the hypothesized indirect effects (Figure 1) by running a two-level 

model, to adequately account for the variance components in the nested data (students in 

classrooms). Running a two-level model is recommended when the observations are not 

independent (i.e., students in the same classroom are likely to be more similar than students in 

different classrooms; see Hox et al., 2017). In this study, students represent the within-

classroom level and classrooms represent the between-classroom level. At the within-

classroom level, we estimated direct and indirect effects of perceived error climate (predictor) 

on students’ learning outcomes (dependent variable) via the two affective-motivational and 

action reactions (mediators). We added to the model the two theoretically relevant control 

variables (error beliefs and classroom goal structure) and two demographic control variables 

(age and gender). At the between-classroom level, we regressed students’ learning outcomes 

(dependent variable) and the adaptive reactions towards errors (mediators) on perceived error 

climate and classroom goal structure (contextual predictor and control). Therefore, perceived 

error climate and classroom goal structure, considered as students’ perceptions of classroom 

characteristics, have been controlled at the within- and between-classroom levels as suggested 

by Lam and colleagues (2015) and Morin and colleagues (2014).  

3. Results 

3.1. Confirmatory Factor Analyses 

Regarding the perceived classroom error climate, we tested three different models: the 

one-factor model (Model 1), the eight-factor model (Model 2), and the superordinate factor 

model (Model 3). Model 1 presented a poor fit with the data, whereas Model 3 and Model 2 

have acceptable fit indexes (Table 1).  
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 As for the Adaptive reaction towards errors scale, we tested the two-factor structure of 

the 13-item scales, and the results showed a poor fit with the data, 2(64) = 359.052, p < .001, 

RMSEA = 0.090, 90% C.I. RMSEA = 0.081- 0.100, CFI = 0.869, TLI = 0.840, SRMR = 

0.076). Modification indices highlighted that one item of the affective-motivational subscale 

resulted in higher loadings on the action reactions subscale, and by deleting it, the 2 

decreased. One possible explanation is that the wording of the item may have been ambiguous 

(i.e., “In mathematics when I don't know how to do something, I still want to work”), and thus, 

students may have referred to an action (working) made after erring (i.e., action reactions) 

rather than to the motivation or affect regulation (i.e., affective-motivational reactions). 

Therefore, we removed this item from subsequent analyses, and we compared the two-factor 

structure with 12 items (Model 2) with the one-factor structure with 12 items (Model 1). 

Results revealed that Model 2 had a better fit than Model 1.  

 Finally, we tested the unifactorial structure of the error beliefs scale, which fitted the 

data well, and we compared two models for the classroom goal structure: A two-factor model 

in which one factor represented the merged performance classroom structures (approach and 

avoidance) and the other factor represented the mastery structure (Model 1), and a three-factor 

model in which the items loaded on the three subscales (Model 2). Model 2 fitted the data 

better than Model 1. 

(Table 1 here) 

3.2. Descriptive statistics 

 We created composite scores for each variable, by averaging answers to the respective 

items. As reported in Table 2, Cronbach’s alphas showed satisfactory reliability for all 

measures and all the variables are associated in the expected direction at the bivariate level. 

For an easier comparison, descriptive statistics and reliability of the German and Italian scales 

are provided in the Supplementary Online Materials (Table S2). 
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(Table 2 here) 

3.3. Two-Level Path Analysis 
 
 The analysis of the intraclass correlations (ICC, Table 2) showed that mathematics 

grades significantly varied across the classrooms, as did the affective-motivational reactions 

towards errors. The action reactions towards errors had a nearly significant between-

classroom level variance (p = .06) and the ICC was higher than .05. Therefore, data analysis 

was run with a two-level approach, including classroom-level predictors of adaptive reactions 

towards errors and mathematics grades2.   

In the path analysis we tested the hypothesized indirect effect of perceived classroom 

error climate on students’ mathematics grades via the two adaptive reactions towards errors 

(i.e., affective-motivational and actions reactions towards errors), controlling for students’ 

error beliefs and classroom goal structure. To reduce the complexity of the model, we used 

only the single composite score of perceived error climate as within-level and between-

classroom level predictor3, since the superordinate factor structures fitted well the data. We 

used Maximum Likelihood Robust (MLR) as estimation method. We controlled for error 

beliefs, age, and gender only at the within-classroom level and for classroom goal structures 

both at the within and at the between-classroom level. 

 The findings of the two-level path model are presented in Figure 2 and in Table 3. 

Supporting our main hypothesis (H1), the sequential indirect effect of the perceived classroom 

error climate on students' learning outcomes via both adaptive reactions towards errors was 

significant, b = 0.05, S.E. = 0.02, p = .002. Thus, perceiving positive classroom error climate 

                                                 
2 To explore if our model’s random slopes variances were significant, we tested the random slopes for each of 
the main relations. Findings suggested that associations between perceived error climate, adaptive reactions 
towards errors, and students’ grades did not significantly vary across classrooms (ps > .91; see Table S3 in the 
Supplementary Online Materials).  
3 We also ran the path analysis with the eight error climate dimensions as within-level predictors and the single 
composite score as between-level predictor, but the program could not compute the analysis (because of the 
complexity of the model). Nevertheless, we provided in the Supplementary Online Materials (Table S4) the 
results of a within-subject path analysis, in which we entered the eight subdimensions as predictors. 
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was related to more adaptive affective-motivational reactions towards errors (H1a), which, in 

turn, was related to more adaptive action reaction towards errors (H1b), which was related to 

high students’ learning outcome (H1c). Differently from our expectation, we also found a 

significant direct path between affective-motivational reactions and students’ learning 

outcomes, and a significant indirect effect of perceived error climate on students’ learning 

outcomes via affective-motivational reactions (b = 0.17, S.E. = 0.06, p = .002, Figure 2). At 

the between-level, we found a positive relationship between perceived classroom error 

climate and affective-motivational reactions, and between perceived classroom error climate 

and learning outcomes (Table 3). 

Figure 2 
Two-Level Path Model Results. Significant Unstandardized Results at the Within-Level Are 
Shown. Standard Errors are Presented in Brackets. 
 

(Figure 2 here) 

Note. The indirect effect at the bottom of the figure represents the indirect effect of perceived error climate on 
students’ learning outcomes (H1). The dashed arrows represent the estimated paths not part of the hypothesized 
model. Only significant estimates of these paths are shown. Results of control variables are reported in Table 3. 
** p < .01, *** p < .001. 
 

As for the classroom goal structure, at the within-classroom level mastery classroom 

goal structure was associated with higher adaptive action reactions towards errors, whereas 

performance-avoidance classroom goal structure was negatively associated with affective-

motivational reactions and students’ learning outcomes (Table 3). On the contrary, no 

significant relation was found at the between-classroom level. Further, we found a positive 

association between error beliefs and adaptive action reactions to errors, and a negative 

relation between gender and affective-motivational reactions, indicating that boys reacted 

more adaptively to errors than girls.  

(Table 3 here) 

4. Discussion 
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This study was set out to advance the existing knowledge on the learning from errors 

model (Tulis et al., 2016) in different ways. We tested the indirect relations between 

perceived error climate and students’ learning outcomes via adaptive reactions towards errors 

in a comprehensive multi-level model which included other variables, namely students’ error 

beliefs and classroom goal structure. Moreover, we generalised existing evidence (e.g., Dresel 

et al., 2013; Steuer et al., 2013; Tulis et al., 2018) to another context than the German one, by 

administering error-related scales to Italian middle school students for the first time.  

 The first contribution pertains to our main hypothesis that perceived error climate is 

indirectly associated with students’ learning outcomes via two adaptive reactions towards 

errors (i.e., affective-motivational and action reactions), while controlling for error beliefs and 

classroom goal structure. Differently from previous research (i.e., Grassinger et al., 2018; 

Steuer et al., 2013; Tulis et al., 2018) that tested the associations between parts of the model, 

we provided empirical evidence for a comprehensive model that allows understanding the 

psychological and classroom dynamics related to the learning from errors process. 

 In addition to the hypothesized indirect effect, the affective-motivational reactions 

towards errors were also directly related to students’ learning outcomes, underling the central 

role of emotional and motivational regulations in determining the learning-from-errors 

process (Tulis et al., 2016) and the actual learning. Broadening the focus, these results are in 

line with other findings based on self-regulated learning theories (Heemsoth & Heinze, 2016; 

Ramdass & Zimmerman, 2008), which pointed out the role of emotional, motivational, and 

cognitive strategies in supporting learning from errors.  

  The association between error beliefs and action reactions is partially in line with 

Tulis and colleagues (2018) who found a small association also with affective-motivational 

reactions. As explained by the authors, it is plausible that believing that errors are useful for 
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learning may push students to activate cognitive responses (such as deeply analysing the 

error). 

 As for classroom goal structures, students’ perception of mastery structure was 

positively associated with action reactions towards errors, whereas students’ perception of 

performance-avoidance classroom structure was negatively related to affective-motivational 

reactions towards errors and students’ mathematics grades. These results are in line with 

previous literature (see Meece et al., 2006; Givens Rolland, 2012), supporting that mastery 

teaching orientations promote students’ motivation and learning outcomes.  

  An additional methodological conclusion of this study stems from the two-level 

structure of the analyses. At the between-classroom level, we found a positive relationship 

between perceived classroom error climate and affective-motivational reactions towards 

errors and learning outcomes. Therefore, in addition to individual differences in the 

perception of error climate, students in classrooms with a higher perception of a positive error 

climate had more adaptive affective-motivational reactions towards errors and better math 

grades. The first result corroborated the findings of Steuer and colleagues (2013), supporting 

the idea that shared perception of the error climate (i.e., perception of error climate at the 

classroom-level) is related to the personal affective-motivational reactions. The second result 

adds to Steuer and colleagues’ results, which showed that perceived error climate at the 

classroom-level was related to students’ efforts’ regulation.  

 The second contribution of the present research relies on the analysis of the factor 

structure and the internal consistency of the error-related scales. We confirmed that the 

perceived error climate questionnaire, the adaptive reactions towards errors scale, and the 

error belief scale are reliable and valid instruments to measure error-related perception, 

reactions, and beliefs in Italian middle school context. In line with previous results (Steuer et 

al., 2013; Dresel et al., 2013; Tulis et al., 2018) our findings confirmed both the eight-factor 
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and the superordinate factor structures of the perceived error climate questionnaire, the two-

factor structure with 12 items of the adaptive reactions towards errors scale, and the one-

factor structure of the error beliefs scale. Furthermore, correlations between the error-related 

variables were in the expected direction (i.e., positive) and medium-high, suggesting 

convergent validity. The fact that these results replicated in two different countries (Germany 

and Italy, see Table S2) supports for the first time the external validity of both the model and 

the instruments, as far as generalization to different national contexts is concerned. 

 In addition, we provided insights on Italian middle school students’ error beliefs, 

perceptions of error climate and reactions towards errors for the first time. Our results 

corroborated previous findings (Steuer et al., 2013; Tulis et al., 2018), showing that 

participants on average perceived an overall positive error climate, held positive beliefs about 

errors and reacted adaptively after erring. Although a systematic intercultural comparison is 

beyond the scope of the present study, it should be noted that other research carried out in 

different countries with different measures reported similar findings. Pan and colleagues 

(2020) found that Canadian and US students believed that making errors is part of the learning 

process and something positive for learning. They endorsed the value of error correction, but 

only a minority among them expressed motivation to try harder after erring. Kyaruzi and 

colleagues (2020) reported that Tanzanian students tended to use errors fruitfully for their 

learning and perceived their teachers as supportive after erring.  

 Furthermore, our results support prior findings on teachers’ error-related practices. 

Indeed, the perceived error climate dimensions are largely related to teachers’ attitudes (the 

first four dimensions) and management of classmates’ reactions and errors (the other four 

dimensions). Students’ high rating of teachers’ positive affective responses, supportive 

behaviours, and error-based teaching methods (e.g., analysis of errors dimension) are related 

to students’ better achievement, lower fear of making errors and more positive perceptions of 
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the classroom climate (see, Heinze et al., 2012; Kyaruzi et al., 2020; Rach et al., 2013; Tulis, 

2013). Overall, although cultural differences in teachers’ error handling practices may exist 

(Santagata, 2005; Stigler & Hiebert, 1999), these findings corroborated the idea that teachers 

have a pivotal role in determining how students react to errors and use them effectively for 

learning. 

4.1. Limitations and Further Research 
 
 The present study has some limitations. First, although the hypothesized and found 

sequential indirect effect is theoretically grounded in relevant literature, data were 

correlational, and thus causality could not be firmly established. Future research should aim at 

extending and replicating our findings with longitudinal and experimental designs.  

 Second, the use of self-report measurements, through which we measured the predictor 

and the mediators, may lead to common method bias. Although our dependent variable 

derived from a different source (students’ grades obtained from teachers) than the 

independent ones (Podsakoff et al., 2003), future research could include observational 

techniques to assess students’ perceptions or teachers’ behaviours (see Santagata, 2005; Tulis, 

2013). Furthermore, given our use of self-reported questionnaires to assess students’ 

perceptions of errors, we could not know the error situation students were thinking about 

(e.g., making errors at the blackboard, or during homework correction). Future research could 

limit this ambiguity by using realistic vignettes (see Bauer, 2008) or interviewing students (as 

in Santagata, 2004). 

 Another limitation of this study concerns the focus on specific variables (e.g., 

classroom goal structure), a specific domain (i.e., mathematics) and school level (i.e., middle 

school). Indeed, we did not consider other aspects of the classroom—such as the assessment 

method (i.e., formative vs normative)—or the characteristics of the students—such as their 

previous mathematics knowledge—that may affect the perceptions of error climate and their 
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adaptive reactions towards errors. Furthermore, students’ perceptions of error climate, error 

beliefs and reactions may change in different domains, as highlighted by Tulis and colleagues 

(2018), or throughout the school levels, as happens for other students’ features (e.g., mastery 

goal, interest and academic self-concept, Yeung et al., 2011; Liu & Wang, 2005). Future 

research could therefore explore which other variables (e.g., the relevance of formative 

assessment in class, previous knowledge) may affect students’ perceptions of error climate 

and their reactions towards errors, and if these variables differ among school domains and 

levels. 

 Finally, our dependent variable, namely students’ mathematics grades, cannot be 

considered a full indicator of students’ learning, but only one parameter to assess students’ 

learning process. Grades result from a complex interplay between several factors (e.g., 

Matteucci et al., 2008), which includes students-related variables (e.g., their motivation, 

commitment, and cognitive resources) and teachers-related variables (e.g., their knowledge 

about students’ characteristics, Dompnier et al., 2006). Therefore, the definition of grades as 

learning outcomes may reduce the complexity of both the processes involved in scholastic 

judgments and learning. Further research should assess other variables related to the learning 

process, such as acquisition of new knowledge, besides learning outcomes expressed in 

grades. 

4.2. Practical Implications 
 
 Our findings suggest that students’ perceptions of a positive error climate help them to 

positively adjust to errors and improve their learning outcomes. Establishing a positive error 

climate depends on how teachers’ handle student’ errors during the lessons (Soncini, 2020).  

Therefore, in line with previous research on teacher training (e.g., Heemsoth & Heinze, 2016; 

Kyaruzi et al., 2020), our findings might be used to develop training to make teachers aware 
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of the importance of establishing a positive error climate to improve students’ self-regulated 

processes (i.e., adaptive reactions towards errors) and learning.  

4.3. Conclusion 

 The present study contributes to enrich the line of research on the learning from errors 

model (Tulis et al., 2016) by highlighting that students’ perceptions of the error climate is a 

key variable strictly intertwined with their reactions towards errors and, in turn, with learning 

outcomes. Broadening the focus further, this study also echoes all the research findings that 

underline the importance of establishing an error friendly environment (e.g., Kafer et la., 

2019; Steuer et al., 2013; Spychiger et al., 2006) and, more generally, a supportive classroom 

environment to promote students’ emotions, motivations, and learning process (e.g., Gasser et 

al., 2018; Frenzel et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2020). 
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Table 1 
Results from Confirmatory Factor Analyses of Error-Related Scales and Classroom Goal Structure Scale. Models' Fit Indices and Model 
Comparisons are Shown. 
Models df or 

df 
2 or 2 RMSEA (C.I.) CFI TLI SRMR  range 

Perceived error climate        
Model 1 – one factor 434      2877.375 0.100 (0.097-0.103) 0.509 0.473 0.100 0.261-0.684 
Model 2 – eight-factor 406        757.538 0.039 (0.035-0.044) 0.929 0.919 0.046 0.415-0.868 
Model 3 – 
Superordinate 

426        879.565 0.043 (0.039-0.048) 0.909 0.900 0.060 0.418-0.863 

Model 1 vs. Model 2 28      2629.053***      
Model 2 vs. Model 3 20       -111.914      

  
Adaptive reactions towards errors  

Model 1 – one factor  54        511.298 0.123 (0.113-0.132) 0.759 0.705 0.097 0.258-0.762 
Model 2 – two-factor  53        220.387 0.075 (0.065-0.085) 0.912 0.890 0.060 0.533-0.816 

Model 1 vs. Model 2  1        607.059***      

Error belief        
Model 1 – one factor 5    28.190 0.091 (0.060- 0.125) 0.969 0.939 0.028 0.697-0.843 

Classroom goal structure        
Model 1 – two-factor 76         305.024 0.073 (0.065- 0.082) 0.890 0.869 0.061 0.408-0.697 
Model 2 – three-factor 74         206.956 0.056 (0.047- 0.066) 0.936 0.922 0.054 0.406-0.784 

Model 1 vs Model 2 2        707.386***         

Note. *** p < .001        
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Table 2 
Descriptive Statistics, Bivariate Correlations, Intraclass Correlation (ICCs) and Internal Consistency (Cronbach' α) of All Variables 
 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 
1.Perceived classroom error 
climate Uniform factor 

- .584** .657*** .759** .747*** .530*** .398*** .652*** .543*** .557*** .443*** .450*** .435*** -.294** -.183** .206* 

2.Error tolerance by the 
teacher 

 - .345** .370** .376** .144** .064 .263** .264** .237** .210** .176** .187** -.161** -.189** .082 

3.Irrelevance of errors for 
assessment 

  - .457** .498** .286** .167** .294** .200** .383** .224** .190** .229** -.260** -.183** .115** 

4.Teachers support following 
errors 

   - .520** .258** .172** .535** .382** .426** .382** .372** .389** -.169** -0.91* .144** 

5.Absence of negative 
teachers' reactions 

    - .398** .303** .341** .246** .477** .246** .256** .263** -.235** -.148** .168** 

6.Absence of negative 
classmate reactions 

     - .195** .156** .152** .290** .144** .179** .181** -.284** -.069 .161** 

7.Taking the error risk       - .139** -.055 .321** .078 .033 .011 -.041 .013 .066 

8.Analysis of errors        - .399** .358** .467** .375** .411** -.137** -.057 .115** 

9.Functionality of errors for 
assessment 

        - .234** .382** .578** .423** -.150** -.165** .150** 

10.Affective-motivation reactions 
towards errors 

         - .452** .308** .292** -.238** -.110** .289** 

11.Action reactions towards 
errors 

          - .500** .612** -.072 -.011 .256** 

12.Error beliefs            - .511** -.111** -.131** .122** 

13.Mastery CGS             - -.007 .073 .145** 

14.Performance-avoidance CGS              - .610** -.207** 
15.Performance-approach CGS               - -.161** 
16.Math grades                - 
M 
(SD) 

3.680 
(0.495) 

2.957 
(0.818) 

4.075 
(0.746) 

4.118 
(0.791) 

4.101 
(0.744) 

4.138 
(0.803) 

2.475 
(1.020) 

3.602 
(0.838) 

3.674 
(0.828) 

3.536 
(0.831) 

3.787 
(0.763) 

3.972 
(0.758) 

4.279 
(0.614) 

2.690 
(0.888) 

3.433 
(0.958) 

6.961 
(1.262) 

α  .880 .591 .740 .781 .744 .862 .804 .783 .723 .788 .865 .859 .771 .759 .782 - 
ICCa 0.234*** - - - - - - - - 0.108*** 0.068 0.046 0.074 0.052* 0.020 0.076** 
Note. a  We calculated ICC only for the variables added in the two-level model. * p < .05 ** p < .01. ***p < .001 
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Table 3  
Two-Level Path Model Unstandardized Results at the Within and Between Level. Standard Errors are Shown in Brackets. 

 
Affective-motivational 
reactions towards errors 

Adaptive action reactions 
towards errors 

Students' learning 
outcomes  

(mathematics grades) 

 b (SE) b (SE) b (SE) 

Within-level predictors    

Perceived error climate    0.680 (0.097)***     0.057 (0.081)      - 0.134 (0.161) 

Affective-motivational reactions towards errors              -     0.239 (0.052)***        0.243 (0.087)** 
Action reactions towards errors              -              -        0.291 (0.082)*** 

Error beliefs    0.095 (0.056)     0.191 (0.061)**      - 0.019 (0.081) 

Mastery CGS    0.083 (0.083)     0.499 (0.043)***        0.005 (0.132) 

Performance-avoidance CGS  - 0.144 (0.038)***     0.025 (0.048)      - 0.194 (0.082)* 

Performance-approach CGS    0.033 (0.041)     0.006 (0.038)      - 0.093 (0.070) 
Age    0.006 (0.064)   - 0.049 (0.067)        0.030 (0.081) 

Gender (1 = Male, 2 = Female)  - 0.231 (0.061)***     0.051 (0.074)        0.006 (0.109) 

Between-level predictors    

Perceived error climate    1.326 (0.335)***     0.213 (0.240)        0.984 (0.388)* 

Mastery CGS    0.218 (0.896)     1.054 (0.690)        3.215 (1.826) 

Performance-avoidance CGS    0.363 (0.894)     0.046 (0.537)        3.256 (1.775) 

Performance-approach CGS    0.100 (1.247)     0.011 (0.849)      - 3.343 (2.430) 

R2 
within    0.283 (0.039)     0.462 (0.032)       0.111 (0.022) 

R2 
between    0.969 (0.402)     0.975 (1.179)       0.890 (0.657) 

Note: *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001    

 


